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The American English phoneme /./ has long been associated with large amounts of articulatory
variability during production. This paper investigates the hypothesis that the articulatory variations
used by a speaker to produce /./ in different contexts exhibit systematic tradeoffs, or articulatory
trading relations, that act to maintain a relatively stable acoustic signal despite the large variations
in vocal tract shape. Acoustic and articulatory recordings were collected from seven speakers
producing /./ in five phonetic contexts. For every speaker, the different articulator configurations
used to produce /./ in the different phonetic contexts showed systematic tradeoffs, as evidenced by
significant correlations between the positions of transducers mounted on the tongue. Analysis of
acoustic and articulatory variabilities revealed that these tradeoffs act to reduce acoustic variability,
thus allowing relatively large contextual variations in vocal tract shape for /./ without seriously
degrading the primary acoustic cue. Furthermore, some subjects appeared to use completely
different articulatory gestures to produce /./ in different phonetic contexts. When viewed in light of
current models of speech movement control, these results appear to favor models that utilize an
acoustic or auditory target for each phoneme over models that utilize a vocal tract shape target for
each phoneme. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!00205-2#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk@AL #
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INTRODUCTION

The American English phoneme /./ has long been asso
ciated with relatively large amounts of articulatory variab
ity ~Alwan et al., 1997; Delattre and Freeman, 1968; Esp
Wilson and Boyce, 1994; Hagiwara, 1994, 1995; Ong a
Stone, 1998; Westburyet al., 1995, 1998!. In fact, the end-
points of the articulatory continuum for /./ can be analyzed

a!Address correspondence to: Prof. Frank H. Guenther, Boston Univer
Center for Adaptive Systems and Department of Cognitive and Ne
Systems, 677 Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02215, Fax number:~617! 353-
7755, Electronic mail: guenther@cns.bu.edu
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as functionally different articulator configurations that u
different primary articulators~tongue tip versus tongue dor
sum!. These endpoints have been characterized in the lit
ture as ‘‘bunched’’~using the tongue dorsum! and ‘‘retrof-
lexed’’ ~using the tongue blade/tip!. Often, the same speake
will use different types of /./ in different productions, e.g., in
different phonetic contexts. At the same time, the prima
acoustic cue for /./ is relatively simple and stable: a deep d
in the trajectory of the third spectral energy peak of t
acoustic waveform, or third formant frequency (F3) ~Boyce
and Espy-Wilson, 1997; Delattre and Freeman, 1968; W
bury et al., 1995, 1998!. Furthermore, no consistent acous

ty,
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difference between bunched and retroflexed /./’s has been
discovered.

How is it that a speaker can produce perceptually
ceptable /./’s despite using such variable vocal tract shap
One possible answer to this question is that the variation
vocal tract shape for /./ are not haphazard, but are inste
systematically related in a way that maintains a relativ
stable acoustic signal across productions despite large v
tions in vocal tract shape across productions. In other wo
the different vocal tract shapes used to produce /./ by a par-
ticular subject might involve articulatory tradeoffs, ortrad-
ing relations. The concept of articulatory trading relations
illustrated by the following example. Assume that narrowi
either of two constrictions at different locations along t
vocal tract~call them location 1 and location 2! has the same
effect on an important acoustic cue for a phoneme. Assu
further that narrowing either constriction causes a reduc
in F3. In such a case, one could use different combinati
of the two constrictions to achieve the same acoustic eff
For example, to achieve a particular value ofF3, one might
form a very narrow constriction at location 1 and a less n
row constriction at location 2, or one might alternative
form a very narrow constriction at location 2 and a less n
row constriction at location 1. If a speaker used one of th
options in one phonetic context and the other option in
second phonetic context, a negative covariance between
sizes of these two constrictions would be seen across
netic contexts.

The primary purpose of the current study is to inves
gate the issue of whether the various vocal tract shapes
by an individual to produce /./ in different phonetic contexts
exhibit articulatory trading relations that act to maintain
relatively stable acoustic signal. As discussed at the en
this article, this issue has important implications for theor
of speech motor control and speech production. Largely
this reason, several recent experiments have investigate
trading relations issue for phonemes other than /./ ~e.g., de
Jong, 1997; Perkellet al., 1993, 1994; Savariauxet al.,
1995a!, but the results have not been uniform across s
jects: Although most subjects exhibit expected articulat
trading relations, some others do not. A possible reason
this ambiguity is that these studies have primarily conc
trated on one hypothesized trading relationship, and subj
who do not exhibit this trading relation may exhibit othe
unanalyzed trading relations that act to reduce acoustic v
ability. For example, Perkellet al. ~1993! investigated an
hypothesized trading relation between lip rounding a
tongue body raising for the vowel /É/. Three of four subjects
showed weak trading relations, but the fourth subject show
the opposite pattern. This fourth subject may have been
ing other trading relations that overrode the effect of the
rounding/tongue body raising relationship. In the curre
study, we employ analysis procedures that allow us to as
the combined effects of multiple articulatory covariances
the variability of the acoustic signal. Furthermore, Americ
English /./ was chosen1 because the large amount of artic
latory variability associated with /./ productions should make
it easier to detect trading relations if they are present.
2855 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 5, May 1999
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I. METHODS

A. Data collection

An electromagnetic midsagittal articulometer~EMMA !
system~Perkell et al., 1992! was used to track the move
ments of six small~5 mm long32.5 mm diameter! trans-
ducer coils. The coils were attached in the midsagittal pla
to the tongue~three coils!, lips ~two coils!, and lower incisor
~one coil! with bio-compatible adhesive. Transducers we
also placed on the upper incisor and the bridge of the no
for defining a coordinate system with a maxillary frame
reference. A directional microphone was suspended 14
from the subject’s mouth and the acoustic signal was
corded simulatenously with the EMMA signals. Standa
EMMA calibration protocols were completed prior to ea
experiment~cf. Perkellet al., 1992 for details!. The current
study focused on the positions of the three tongue transd
ers, which were located approximately 1, 2.5, and 5 cm b
from the tongue tip~with the tongue in a neutral configura
tion!.

The seven subjects were young adults, two females~sub-
jects 2 and 3! and five males. They had no history of speec
language, or hearing deficits or pronounced regional diale
Each of the seven subjects produced 4–6 repetitions of
carrier phrase ‘‘Say ____ for me’’ for each of the five te
utterances; /4~.~3/, /4~".~3/, /4~$.~3/, /4~,.~3/, and
/4~3.~3/. The articulatory and acoustic data from these
terances were time aligned to allow direct comparison
tween the two data types.

B. F3 extraction and alignment

The minimum measuredF3 value during /./ production,
which can be thought of as the acoustic ‘‘center’’ of /./,
served as a landmark for time alignment of the data acr
utterances for each speaker. Formant tracks were comp
for all utterances using the ESPS/WAVES formant trac
and a 51.2-ms window and 3.2-ms frame rate. TheF3 mini-
mum was detected using an automatic procedure that
identified all sonorant regions, then located the point of mi
mal F3 from the relevant sonorant regions.F3 values and
transducer positions within a 140-ms time window cente
at theF3 minimum were extracted. ExtractedF3 traces for
some utterances were corrupted due to technical difficul
in automatically tracking low-amplitude and low-frequen
values of F3 after stop consonants. Therefore, utteran
whoseF3 tracks changed by more than 200 Hz in a 3.2-
time step were eliminated from the study, leaving 12 to
analyzed utterances per subject. After this elimination p
cess, the tongue shapes at theF3 minimum of the remaining
utterances were visually inspected, and two additional ut
ances~one each for subjects 1 and 4! were identified as hav-
ing articulations that were incorrectly labeled as /./ by the
automatic extraction process. These two utterances were
eliminated from the study.

C. Effects of vocal tract shape parameters on F3

The vocal tract shape for /./ involves a palatal constric
tion formed by the tongue in the anterior third of the tra
2855Guenther et al.: Articulatory tradeoffs
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Roughly speaking, the third formant frequency (F3) of /./ is
the resonance resulting from the cavities anterior to the p
tal constriction~e.g., Alwanet al., 1997; Espy-Wilsonet al.,
1997; Stevens, 1998!. This part of the vocal tract consists o
an acoustic compliance due to a large front cavity volu
and two parallel acoustic masses due to natural tapering
the teeth/lips and the palatal constriction behind the fr
cavity. The resulting resonance is inversely proportiona
the product of the total acoustic mass and the acoustic c
pliance. Because it is difficult to accurately infer lip apertu
from EMMA data, we focus on the effects of the acous
mass due to the size and location of the palatal constrict
From these considerations, we conclude that the frequenc
F3 can be decreased by tongue movements that lengthe
front cavity ~thereby increasing the acoustic compliance
the front cavity!, lengthen the constriction~thereby increas-
ing the acoustic mass of the constriction behind the fr
cavity!, or decrease the area of the constriction~thereby in-
creasing the acoustic mass of the constriction!.2

The predicted effects of these movements onF3 were
confirmed using vocal tract area functions derived fro
structural MRI scans of a speaker producing /./.3 Two area
functions were derived: one representing a ‘‘bunched’’./
configuration, and one representing a ‘‘retroflexed’’ /./ con-
figuration. Three manipulations were carried out on ea
area function to test the effects onF3 predicted from acous
tic theory:~i! the palatal constriction was extended backwa
by narrowing the vocal tract area immediately behind
constriction;~ii ! the front cavity was lengthened by displa
ing the palatal constriction backward; and~iii ! the vocal tract
area at the palatal constriction was decreased. For all t
manipulations, an acoustic signal was synthesized~using S.
Maeda’sVTCALCS program; Maeda, 1990! and compared to
the signal synthesized from the original area function. E
manipulation resulted in a lowerF3 in both the bunched an
retroflexed /./ cases, as expected from the acoustic the
analysis.

Because all three manipulations act to lowerF3, sub-
jects could maintain a relatively stableF3 despite vocal trac
shape variations across contexts if these variations invo
tradeoffs between the different manipulations. When look
at the different vocal tract shapes for /./ across contexts
these tradeoffs would be manifested by correlations betw
constriction length, front cavity length, and constrictio
area. Specifically, the following three correlations wou
be expected to aid in maintaining a relatively stableF3
across utterances while allowing variations in vocal tr
shape:

~1! a negative correlation between constriction length a
front cavity length, since increases in constriction leng
and front cavity length both act to reduceF3;

~2! a positive correlation between constriction length a
constriction area, since increases in constriction len
reduceF3 and decreases in constriction area reduceF3;
and

~3! a positive correlation between front cavity length a
constriction area, since increases in front cavity len
reduceF3 and decreases in constriction area reduceF3.
2856 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 5, May 1999
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D. Predicted articulatory covariances

To determine whether a subject uses any of the th
trading relations hypothesized above, we must first desc
the trading relations in terms of thex andy coordinates of the
tongue transducers. For tongue configurations during /./ pro-
duction, a forward movement of the tongue front transdu
generally corresponds to a shortening of the front cavity,
upward movement of the tongue front transducer gener
corresponds to a decrease in the area of the palatal con
tion for /./, and, since the point of maximal constriction fo
/./ is typically anterior to the tongue back transducer,
upward movement of the tongue back transducer gener
corresponds to a lengthening of the palatal constriction
possibly a decrease in the area of the constriction. W
determining the signs of the transducer coordinate corr
tions corresponding to the trading relations delineated abo
we must take into account that increasing values of
tongue front horizontal position correspond to decrease
front cavity length, and increasing values of the tongue fr
vertical position correspond to decreases in constriction a
From these considerations, we can surmise that the t
trading relation strategies described above should be
denced by the following articulatory correlations:

~1! a positive correlation between tongue back height a
tongue front horizontal position;

~2! a negative correlation between tongue back height
tongue front height; and

~3! a positive correlation between tongue front horizon
position and tongue front height.

Note that the use of all three trading relations by a sin
subject is unlikely given that they impose competing co
straints; i.e., if tongue back height and tongue front horizo
tal position are positively correlated as in relation~1!, and
tongue front horizontal position and tongue front height a
positively correlated as in relation~3!, it is very likely that
tongue back height and tongue front height will also be po
tively correlated, thus violating relation~2!.

E. Analysis of articulatory and acoustic variances

To quantify the combined effects of articulatory cova
ances onF3 variability, an analysis was performed usin
both acoustic and articulatory data to estimateF3 variance
as a function of articulatory variances. The relationship
tween transducer coordinates andF3 during /./ can be writ-
ten for each speaker as follows:

F35A01(
i 51

N

Aici1E, ~1!

where theAi are constants, theci are the transducer coord
nates,N is the number of transducer coordinates conside
in the analysis, andE is a residual term that accounts for th
effects onF3 due to all other sources, including articulato
not included in the analysis, measurement errors, and non
earities in the relationship betweenF3 and the transduce
coordinates. The equation relatingF3 variance to articula-
tory variances at each point in time is then:
2856Guenther et al.: Articulatory tradeoffs
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Var~F3!5(

i
Ai

2 Var~ci !1Var~E!

12(
i , j

( AiAj Cov~ci ,cj !

12(
i

Ai Cov~ci ,E!. ~2!

To determine the effects of articulatory covariances onF3
variability, we can compare the variance estimate of Eq.~2!
to the following variance estimate that excludes the cov
ances between the analyzed transducer coordinates:

Var~F3!5(
i

Ai
2 Var~ci !1Var~E!

12(
i

Ai Cov~ci ,E!. ~3!

If the F3 variance estimate in the absence of articulat
covariances@Eq. ~3!# is significantly larger than the varianc
estimate including the articulatory covariances@Eq. ~2!#, we
conclude that the primary effect of the articulatory cova
ances is a reduction in the variance ofF3.

Strictly speaking, a comparison of theF3 variance esti-
mates in Eqs.~2! and~3! tells us only about the effects of th
covariances of thelinear component of each transducer

FIG. 1. Sample lingual articulations used by subject 1 to produce /./ in the
five phonetic contexts. For each context, two schematized tongues sh
and a palatal trace are shown. Each tongue shape schematic was form
connecting the three tongue transducers with straight lines. The to
shape at theF3 minimum for /./ is drawn with solid lines. The tongue shap
70 ms prior to theF3 minimum is drawn with dashed lines.
2857 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 5, May 1999
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relation to F3. However, the relationship betweenF3 and
transducer coordinates should be linear near a particular
figuration of the vocal tract, sinceF3 is presumably a con
tinuous nonlinear function of the vocal tract area functio
and such functions are locally linear. One would further e
pect that the relationship is still approximately linear for t
relatively limited range of vocal tract configurations utilize
by a particular subject for /./. The linear approximations re
ported below captured approximately 80% of the varian
when using only three pellet coordinates, providing supp
for the assertion that the primary effect of articulatory cov
riances onF3 variance can be captured by considering o
the linear component of each transducer’s relationship toF3.
Furthermore, the sign~positive or negative! of an articulatory
covariance’s contribution toF3 variance depends only o
the sign of the correspondingAi terms, and we are primarily
interested in the sign of the combined effects of articulat
covariances onF3 variance. The expected signs of theAi for
tongue back height, tongue front horizontal position, a
tongue front height can be deduced from acoustic the
considerations~Secs. I C and I D!. Ai values were estimated
for each subject using multiple linear regression on
acoustic and articulatory data. As discussed in Sec. II D,

pes
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ue

FIG. 2. Sample lingual articulations used by subject 2 to produce /./ in the
five phonetic contexts. For each context, two schematized tongues sh
and a palatal trace are shown. Each tongue shape schematic was form
connecting the three tongue transducers with straight lines. The ton
shape at theF3 minimum for /./ is drawn with solid lines. The tongue shap
70 ms prior to theF3 minimum is drawn with dashed lines.
2857Guenther et al.: Articulatory tradeoffs
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21 estimatedAi values~three values for each of seven su
jects! were of the sign expected from these acoustic the
considerations.

II. RESULTS

A. Temporal progression of tongue shapes

Figures 1–7 show sample lingual articulations used
produce /./ in the five contexts by the seven subjects. F
each context, two schematized tongue shapes and a pa
trace4 are shown. The tongue shape schematics were for
by connecting the three tongue transducers with stra
lines. The solid tongue shape corresponds to the point in t
at whichF3 reached its minimum value. The tongue sha
70 ms prior to theF3 minimum is indicated by dashed line
The movement of the tongue can thus be roughly charac
ized as a transition from the dashed tongue shape to the
tongue shape. This movement corresponds to the articula
toward the ‘‘acoustic center’’ of /./; i.e., the portion of the
movement up to the point in time of theF3 minimum.

Inspection of the lingual articulations for some subje
suggests that these subjects utilize different articulatory g
tures, aimed at different vocal tract shapes, to produce /./ in
different phonetic contexts. For example, the backw
movement of the tongue, with a slight downward movem
of the tongue blade, used by subject 1 to produce the /./ in
/wadrav/ does not appear to be aimed at the same vocal

FIG. 3. Sample lingual articulations used by subject 3 to produce /./ in the
five phonetic contexts. For each context, two schematized tongues sh
and a palatal trace are shown. Each tongue shape schematic was form
connecting the three tongue transducers with straight lines. The to
shape at theF3 minimum for /./ is drawn with solid lines. The tongue shap
70 ms prior to theF3 minimum is drawn with dashed lines.
2858 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 5, May 1999
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shape for /./ as the upward movements of the tongue bla
used by the same subject to produce /./ in the /4~.~3/,
/4~".~3/, and /4~3.~3/ contexts ~Fig. 1!. Similarly, the
downward movement of the tongue blade used by subje
to produce the /./ in /4~$.~3/ does not appear to be aimed
the same vocal tract shape as the upward movements o
tongue blade used by the same subject to produce /./ in
/4~.~3/, /4~".~3/, or /4~3.~3/ ~see Fig. 2!. Additional ex-
amples of this phenomenon can be seen in Figs. 1–7.
possible relevance of these observations to theories of sp
motor control will be addressed in Sec. III.

B. Tongue shapes at acoustic center of / ./

Figure 8 shows tongue configurations at theF3 mini-
mum of /./ for each of the seven speakers. For each ut
ance, the three tongue transducer positions are connecte
a straight line. The tongue configurations for all repetitio
in all phonetic contexts are superimposed for each spea
Thus the fact that different numbers of utterances were a
lyzed for different subjects and contexts is reflected in t
figure. As previously reported elsewhere~e.g., Delattre and
Freeman, 1968; Hagiwara, 1994, 1995; Ong and Sto
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FIG. 4. Sample lingual articulations used by subject 4 to produce /./ in the
five phonetic contexts. For each context, two schematized tongues sh
and a palatal trace are shown. Each tongue shape schematic was form
connecting the three tongue transducers with straight lines. The ton
shape at theF3 minimum for /./ is drawn with solid lines. The tongue shap
70 ms prior to theF3 minimum is drawn with dashed lines.
2858Guenther et al.: Articulatory tradeoffs
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1998; Westburyet al., 1995!, a wide range of tongue shape
is seen both within and across subjects. Also of note is
fact that, although most subjects seem to use an approxim
continuum of tongue shapes~e.g., S2, S3, S6, S7!, others
show a more bimodal distribution of tongue shapes~e.g., S4,
S5!. Finally, the tongue shapes across subjects appea
form an approximate continuum between a bunched confi
ration ~e.g., S6! and a retroflexed configuration~e.g., S4!. A
more detailed indication of the effects of the different ph
netic contexts on the tongue shapes for /./ can be gained
from Fig. 9, which shows the average tongue shapes use
each subject in each phonetic context, coded by phon
context. Figures 10–16 show the corresponding averageF3
traces, starting from the point of theF3 minimum for /./ and
continuing for 70 ms, for each speaker coded by phon
context. With the exception of the /4~$.~3/ productions of
subject 2, which had considerably higher values ofF3 than
the other utterances for that subject, the subjects sho
minimum F3 values well below 2000 Hz in all contexts, a
expected from earlier studies of /./ production.

Figure 17 shows the midsagittal palatal outline~thick
solid line! and mean tongue shapes at the time of theF3
minimum for /./ for each of the seven subjects. For ea
subject, mean configurations from two phonetic conte
~solid and dashed lines! are shown to illustrate the range o

FIG. 5. Sample lingual articulations used by subject 5 to produce /./ in the
five phonetic contexts. For each context, two schematized tongues sh
and a palatal trace are shown. Each tongue shape schematic was form
connecting the three tongue transducers with straight lines. The to
shape at theF3 minimum for /./ is drawn with solid lines. The tongue shap
70 ms prior to theF3 minimum is drawn with dashed lines.
2859 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 5, May 1999
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tongue shapes used by that subject. Tongue outlines w
created by connecting the average positions of the th
tongue transducers for a given utterance with a smooth cu
to roughly approximate tongue shape.5 A line was then ex-
tended downward from the tongue front transducer positi
then forward to the lower incisor transducer position, to p
vide a rough estimate of the relative size of the front cav
across contexts.6 Also shown in the upper left corner of thi
figure are two superimposed, highly schematic vocal tr
outlines that illustrate trading relations for maintaining
relatively stableF3. The effect onF3 of the longer front
cavity of the dashed outline, which can be roughly char
terized as a retroflexed /./, is counteracted by the effects o
the longer and slightly narrower constriction of the solid o
line, which can be roughly characterized as a bunched./.
Similarly, the vocal tract outlines for all subjects indica
that shorter front cavity lengths are accompanied by a co
pensating increase in constriction length and/or decreas
the constriction area. Furthermore, the tongue shapes du
/4~,.~3/ ~solid lines! are generally much closer in shape
tongue shapes for /,/ than are the /./ shapes for /4~".~3/ or
/4~.~3/ ~dashed lines!, suggesting that subjects utilize /./
configurations that are reached relatively easily in the curr
phonetic context.
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FIG. 6. Sample lingual articulations used by subject 6 to produce /./ in the
five phonetic contexts. For each context, two schematized tongues sh
and a palatal trace are shown. Each tongue shape schematic was form
connecting the three tongue transducers with straight lines. The ton
shape at theF3 minimum for /./ is drawn with solid lines. The tongue shap
70 ms prior to theF3 minimum is drawn with dashed lines.
2859Guenther et al.: Articulatory tradeoffs
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C. Articulatory trading relations

For each subject, Pearson correlation coefficients co
sponding to the predicted covariances described in Sec
were estimated across utterances at the point ofF3 minimum
and are listed in Table I. All subjects showed a significa
positive correlation between tongue back height~TBY in
Table I! and tongue front horizontal position~TFX!, indica-
tive of a trading relation between constriction length a
front cavity length. Six of seven subjects also showed a s
ond strong trading relation: five subjects showed a trad
relation between constriction length and constriction area
evidenced by a negative correlation between TBY a
tongue front height~TFY!, and one subject showed a tradin
relation between front cavity length and constriction area
evidenced by a positive correlation between TFX and TF
One subject~subject 7! showed only very weak correlation
other than the strong trading relation between tongue b
height and tongue front horizontal position.

D. Analysis of acoustic and articulatory variabilities

The results in Sec. II C indicate that most subjects
hibited two of three hypothesized articulatory trading re

FIG. 7. Sample lingual articulations used by subject 7 to produce /./ in the
five phonetic contexts. For each context, two schematized tongues sh
and a palatal trace are shown. Each tongue shape schematic was form
connecting the three tongue transducers with straight lines. The to
shape at theF3 minimum for /./ is drawn with solid lines. The tongue shap
70 ms prior to theF3 minimum is drawn with dashed lines.
2860 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 5, May 1999
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tionships that act to reduce acoustic variability. Furthermo
as described in Sec. I D, it is unlikely or impossible for
subject to utilize all three trading relations because th
counteract one another. However, it is still possible that tpes
by

ue

FIG. 8. Tongue configurations at theF3 minimum of /./ for each of the
seven speakers. For each utterance, the three tongue transducer position
connected by straight lines. The tongue configurations for all repetitions
all phonetic contexts are superimposed for each speaker.

FIG. 9. Averaged tongue configurations at theF3 minimum of /./ for each
of the seven speakers. The averaged positions of the three tongue transd
positions for each of the five phonetic contexts are connected by strai
lines.
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FIG. 10. AveragedF3 values for /./ in the five phonetic contexts for subjec
1. For each context, the averagedF3 is plotted as a function of time startin
from theF3 minimum.

FIG. 11. AveragedF3 values for /./ in the five phonetic contexts for subjec
2. For each context, the averagedF3 is plotted as a function of time startin
from theF3 minimum.

FIG. 12. AveragedF3 values for /./ in the five phonetic contexts for subjec
3. For each context, the averagedF3 is plotted as a function of time startin
from theF3 minimum.
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FIG. 13. AveragedF3 values for /./ in the five phonetic contexts for subjec
4. For each context, the averagedF3 is plotted as a function of time starting
from theF3 minimum.

FIG. 14. AveragedF3 values for /./ in the five phonetic contexts for subjec
5. For each context, the averagedF3 is plotted as a function of time starting
from theF3 minimum.

FIG. 15. AveragedF3 values for /./ in the five phonetic contexts for subjec
6. For each context, the averagedF3 is plotted as a function of time starting
from theF3 minimum.
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significant correlations that violate the trading relations co
effectively ‘‘override’’ the beneficial articulatory tradeoffs
potentially nullifying or even reversing the effect of the u
lized trading relations on acoustic variability. It is therefo
necessary to estimate the net effect of all three articula
covariances, as outlined in Sec. I E.

F3 variance estimates with and without covarian

FIG. 16. AveragedF3 values for /./ in the five phonetic contexts for subjec
7. For each context, the averagedF3 is plotted as a function of time startin
from theF3 minimum.

FIG. 17. Trading relations during /./ production. The upper left corne
shows two superimposed, highly schematized vocal tract outlines~dashed
and solid lines! illustrating trading relations between front cavity length a
palatal constriction length and area. Also shown are vocal tract outlines
illustrate the range of tongue shapes used by each of the seven subje
produce /./ in different phonetic contexts. Thin solid lines correspond to
tongue shapes for /./ in /4~,.~3/ ~averaged across repetitions!, and dashed
lines correspond to the /./ in /4~".~3/ or /4~.~3/, depending on the subjec
Thick solid lines indicate palatal outlines. Each outline is formed by c
necting the three tongue transducer positions with a smooth curve,
projecting downward and forward from the frontmost tongue tongue tra
ducer to the lower incisor transducer. All seven subjects show trade
between the front cavity length and the constriction length and/or area w
producing /./ in the two different contexts.
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terms@Eqs. ~2! and ~3!, respectively# were calculated using
the tongue back height, tongue front horizontal position, a
tongue front height transducer coordinates. The correspo
ing F3 standard deviations were then averaged across
jects. TheAi values for each speaker were estimated us
multiple linear regression across utterances and time
and are provided in Table II; the value ofE for a particular
time bin was simply the residual of the regression in th
time bin.R2 values for theF3 fit ~without the residual term!
ranged from 0.75 to 0.87 for the different subjects, with
averageR2 of 0.79. If covariances are high and the actu
effect of an articulator’s position onF3 is very low, regres-
sion analysis can possibly result in estimates of transdu
contributions that have the wrong sign, which could in tu
cause some articulatory covariances to decrease estim
F3 variability when in reality they increase or have no s
nificant effect onF3 variability. The fact that none of the
transducer contribution estimates produced by the regres
were of the opposite sign as expected from acoustic the
considerations and the MRI-based area function analysis
dicates that this potential problem did not affect our resu

F3 standard deviation estimates with and without co
riance terms are shown in Fig. 18 as a function of time st
ing at the F3 minimum for /./, averaged across subject
~Standard deviations were plotted in place of variances
produce values whose units are Hz.! Also plotted is the stan-
dard deviation obtained from measured values ofF3. When
articulatory covariances are included, theF3 standard devia-
tion estimate is equal to the measuredF3 standard deviation
this is as expected because of the inclusion of the resid
term in the variance estimate calculations. The solid line
the figure thus represents both the measuredF3 standard
deviation and the estimatedF3 standard deviation including
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TABLE I. Articulator correlation coefficients. Significant correlations th
are consistent with hypothesized trading relations are shown in boldf
TBY5tongue back height; TFX5tongue front horizontal position; TTY
5tongue front height.

Subject TBY-TFX TBY-TFY TFX-TFY

1 0.74a 20.75a 20.75a

2 0.92a 20.69a 20.88a

3 0.77a 20.74a 20.46
4 0.91a 0.89a 0.82a

5 0.64a 20.49a 20.57a

6 0.55a 20.81a 20.60a

7 0.84a 0.05 0.06

aStatistically significant (p,0.01).

TABLE II. Regression coefficients indicating the relationship betwe
transducer coordinates andF3. Units are Hz/mm.

Subject A1 (TBY) A2 (TTX) A3 (TTY)

1 228.25 15.20 235.61
2 281.13 92.77 235.25
3 212.28 25.93 251.50
4 236.83 77.34 236.55
5 224.04 21.44 230.49
6 221.68 10.99 230.95
7 246.29 33.71 231.87
2862Guenther et al.: Articulatory tradeoffs
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the covariance terms. When articulatory covariances are
moved from the estimates, the estimatedF3 standard devia-
tion increases substantially. The dashed line in Fig. 18 r
resents estimatedF3 standard deviation without covarianc
using the three tongue transducer coordinates. Accordin
this estimate, then,F3 standard deviation would be 105%
higher at the acoustic center of /./ if the articulatory tradeoffs
had not been present.

The increase in theF3 variance estimate without cova
riances is seen at theF3 minimum for all subjects. This
observation suggests that ambiguous results from prev
studies may have been at least partly due to analyzing
one articulatory tradeoff at a time, since in our study
subject exhibited all three hypothesized trading relations,
all subjects showed a net decrease in acoustic variability
to the combinedeffects of the articulatory covariances. A
sume, for example, that the data listed in each column
Table I were the result of an independent research stu
Researchers investigating the trading relation in column 2~in
which five of seven subjects used the trading relation! would
sharply disagree with researchers investigating the trad
relation in column 3~in which only one of seven subject
used the trading relation! as to whether or not trading rela
tions are reliably exhibited, and both sets of research
would report ambiguous results since in neither case do
subjects behave in the same way. A much clearer picture
emerged from the current study due to the analysis of
combined effects of the articulatory covariances.

Also evident in Fig. 18 is a steady decrease with time
the effects of the covariance terms onF3 as the /./ transi-
tions into the following /~/. This decrease, evident in six o
the seven subjects, is suggestive of a decrease in the u
trading relations as vocal tract shape differences across u
ances~due to the different phonemes preceding /./ in differ-
ent utterances! diminish.

III. DISCUSSION

The results of this study indicate that the widely varyi
tongue shapes used by each subject to produce /./ in different
phonetic contexts exhibit systematic articulatory tradeo

FIG. 18. Comparison of the measuredF3 standard deviation with estimate
of F3 standard deviation derived from articulator transducer positions,
eraged across subjects. Removal of the articulatory covariance terms r
in a much higher estimate ofF3 standard deviation, indicating that articu
latory covariances greatly reduce acoustic variation.
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that act to reduce acoustic variability across contexts des
the large variations in vocal tract shape. The first piece
evidence arises from inspection of the tongue shape extre
for each subject~i.e., the averaged tongue shapes from
two phonetic contexts whose averaged tongue shapes
fered the most!, which show clear tradeoffs between th
length of the front cavity and the length and/or area of
palatal constriction~Fig. 17!. An acoustic theory analysis o
the effects of these aspects of vocal tract shape onF3 indi-
cates that the systematic tradeoffs would be expected to
duce acoustic variability across contexts. Analysis of arti
latory covariances indicates that most speakers exhibit
of three articulatory trading relationships that were hypo
esized based on acoustic properties of the vocal tract~Sec.
II C!. Furthermore, the use of all three trading relationship
very unlikely if not impossible given that they countera
each other. Finally, analysis of the combined effects of th
articulatory covariances indicates that they strongly influe
F3 variability across contexts, effectively cuttingF3 stan-
dard deviation in half compared to what it would have be
without the articulatory covariances~Sec. II D; Fig. 18!.

Unlike earlier trading relations studies that report
mixed results across subjects~e.g., de Jong, 1997; Perke
et al., 1993, 1994; Savariauxet al., 1995a!, the reduction of
F3 variability due to articulatory covariances was seen at
acoustic center of /./ for all seven subjects in the curren
study. We believe that the following factors contributed
this difference. First, the current study investigated a p
neme known to exhibit a large amount of articulatory va
ability across contexts. Such a sound would be expecte
exhibit stronger trading relations due to the larger ove
articulatory variability. Second, the current study inves
gated the combined effects of multiple articulatory cova
ances. Although the combined effect of articulatory cova
ances was a reduction ofF3 variability in all seven subjects
according to the analysis of Sec. II D, different subjects u
different combinations of the individual articulatory tradin
relations~Table I!. It is therefore not surprising that in earlie
studies, which investigated articulatory covariances individ
ally, some subjects did not use an hypothesized trading r
tionship. The results of the current report suggest that th
subjects may well have used other, unanalyzed trading r
tions that reduced acoustic variability.

The issue of articulatory trading relations in speech p
duction is relevant to current theories concerning the con
of speech movements. Roughly speaking, computatio
models of speech motor control can be classified accord
to the type of phonemic ‘‘targets’’ that they use to comma
movements of the speech articulators. One type of comp
tional model, exemplified by the task-dynamic model
Saltzman and Munhall~1989!, utilizes a target for each pho
neme that specifies important aspects of the shape of
vocal tract for that phoneme. This ‘‘vocal tract shape targe
view is closely related to theories of speech perception
production in which the articulatory gesture serves as
basic unit of speech. These include the motor theory
speech perception~Liberman and Mattingly, 1985; Liberman
et al., 1967!, the direct realist theory of speech percepti
~Fowler, 1986, 1996!, and the linguistic-gestural theory o

v-
ults
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phonology ~Browman and Goldstein, 1990a,b!. A second
type of computational model, exemplified by the DIV
model of speech acquisition and production~Guenther, 1995;
Guentheret al., 1998!, utilizes only an acoustic or auditor
target for each phoneme, with no explicit vocal tract sha
target. These models may use different shapes of the v
tract to produce the same acoustic signal for a phoneme
pending on things like phonetic context. Theories related
this ‘‘auditory target’’ view have been posited by variou
researchers~for some recent examples, see Johnsonet al.,
1993; Perkell et al., 1993, 1995, 1997; Savariauxet al.,
1995a,b! and many of the roots for this line of thinking ca
be traced to the influential work of Jakobsonet al. ~1951!.

A major difference between the auditory target and v
cal tract shape target computational model classes is tha
former explicitly predict the existence of articulatory tradin
relations when producing the same phoneme in differ
contexts, whereas the latter do not. Because the curren
sults show the existence of trading relations in all seven s
jects, they appear to favor acoustic target models over v
tract shape target models. A potential reason for the us
articulatory tradeoffs is that they can reduce the amoun
effort required to move the articulators through a set
acoustic targets. For example, the tongue shapes for /./ in
/4~,.~3/ were generally closer to the tongue shapes for,/
than the tongue shapes for /./ in other contexts, suggestin
that, to a first approximation, subjects moved to the clos
vocal tract shape that could be used to produce the appr
ate sound in the prevailing phonetic context. The acou
target control scheme used by the DIVA model has t
property.

It is possible, however, that the trading relations fou
in the current study are artifactual, rather than the result
movement control process that is making use of them
minimize effort while maintaining an acceptable acous
signal. For example, one might imagine that the tong
shape variations simply reflect a controller that undersho
the vocal tract shape target for /./ ~thus maintaining some
aspects of the vocal tract shape from the preceding phon
at the point ofF3 minimum!, rather than one that purpose
fully utilizes a different vocal tract shape for /./ in different
contexts because it ‘‘knows’’ how to use different shapes
achieve the same acoustic/auditory result in different c
texts. However, the fact that some subjects appear to
articulatory gestures toward different vocal tract shapes
produce /./ in different contexts argues against an ‘‘artifac
interpretation. For example, the backward movement of
tongue, with a slight downward movement of the tong
blade, used by subject 1 to produce the /./ in /4~$.~3/ does
not appear to be a truncated movement aimed at the s
vocal tract shape for /./ as the upward movements of th
tongue blade used by the same subject to produce /./ in the
/4~.~3/, /4~".~3/, and /4~3.~3/ contexts~see Fig. 1!. In-
stead, it appears that the /./ gesture in /4~$.~3/ is toward a
different vocal tract shape that nonetheless suffices for./.
~See Sec. II and Figs. 1–7 for further examples.! Further
research into this issue will be carried out in a subsequ
modeling study that will address other possible explanati
for the trading relations found in the current study.
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1In the International Phonetic Alphabet, this phoneme is indicated by
symbol /[/. We use the symbol /./ here because it is more widely recog
nized and is unambiguous with regard to American English.

2Although the direction of the effect onF3 for all of these vocal tract shape
manipulations should be the same, the magnitude of the effect onF3 will
be different for each manipulation. We account for this by including
magnitudes of the effects when analyzing the combined acoustic effe
these movements; this is done through theAi terms in Eqs.~1!–~3! below.

3The vocal tract area functions were provided by Abeer Alwan and c
leagues from the Electrical Engineering Department at the University
California, Los Angeles.

4The palatal traces for subjects 2 and 4 were slightly misaligned relativ
the tongue transducer data. To correct for this, the palatal trace for t
subjects have been raised approximately 3 mm relative to the tongue t
ducer positions in all figures.

5Because any form of curve through the three tongue transducer p
would represent only a rough approximation to the actual tongue shape
curves in Fig. 17 were simply hand-drawn using computer drawing s
ware.

6The lower incisor location was not available for subject 2, so the vocal t
outlines for this subject in Fig. 17 are based on a lower incisor posi
estimated from the lower lip position.
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